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Summary: The identification performance of children (5 to 6 years, n = 180; 9 to 10 years, n = 180) and adults (n = 180) was examined using three types of video lineup procedures: simultaneous, sequential and elimination. Participants viewed a videotaped staged theft and then attempted to identify the culprit from a target-present or target-absent video lineup. Correct identifications in simultaneous and elimination video lineups did not differ as a function of age. The sequential video lineup was associated with a reduction in correct identifications for both child groups compared with adults. With respect to the target-absent lineup condition, the video elimination lineup was associated with an increase in correct rejection rates for adult witnesses. Age was also significantly associated with accuracy. Differences in correct rejection rates were observed between adults and children and also between the two child groups. Implications and future directions are discussed. Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Eyewitness identifications play a pivotal role in criminal prosecutions and in some criminal investigations, children are often the only source of a positive suspect identification (Juvenile offenders and victims 2006 national report, 2006; Pike, Brace, & Kynan, 2002). Research in many domains has found that the memories of younger children are more prone to error in some circumstances compared with other age groups (e.g. Bruck & Ceci, 1999; Ceci & Bruck, 1993, 1995; Goodman, 2006; Holliday, Reyna, & Hayes, 2002; but see Brainerd, Reyna, & Ceci, 2008). In particular, eyewitness identification research studies typically show that as compared with adults, children (5 years and over) are as likely as adults to correctly identify the culprit when shown a target-present lineup (e.g. Goodman & Reed, 1986; Lindsay, Pozzulo, Craig, Lee, & Corber, 1997; Marin, Holmes, Guth, & Kovac, 1979; Parker & Carranza, 1989; Parker & Ryan, 1993; Pozzulo & Balfour, 2006) but when shown a target-absent lineup (i.e. lineup containing only innocent persons), children (up to the age of 14 years) are more likely to make a false identification (i.e. identify an innocent person) (Beal, Schmitt, & Dekle, 1995; Davies, 1996; Dekle, Beal, Elliott, & Huneycutt, 1996; Parker & Carranza, 1989; Parker & Ryan, 1993; Pozzulo & Balfour, 2006; Pozzulo & Dempsey, 2006; for reviews see Pozzulo, 2007; Pozzulo & Lindsay, 1998). Yet, other researchers have found that older children’s (10 to 14 year-olds) identification performance in target-absent lineups is similar to that of adults (Leippe, Romanzycy, & Manion, 1991; Pozzulo & Lindsay, 1997; Pozzulo & Warren, 2003, Experiment 2).

Lineup identification procedures

In an attempt to improve children’s and adult’s identification accuracy, a number of innovative lineup procedures have been developed. The two most common of these are the simultaneous lineup (i.e. all lineup members are presented at once) and the sequential lineup (i.e., lineup members are presented serially) (for reviews see, Clark & Godfrey, 2009; Steblay, Dysart, Fulero, & Lindsay, 2001; Steblay, Dysart, & Wells, 2011). The sequential lineup has typically been shown to reduce adult witnesses false identification rates without affecting correct identification rates compared with a simultaneous lineup (e.g., Cutler & Penrod, 1988; Dysart & Lindsay, 2001; Kneller, Memon, & Stevenson, 2001; Lindsay & Bellinger, 1999; Lindsay, Lea, & Fulford, 1991; Lindsay, Lea, Nosworthy, et al., 1991; MacLin, Zimmerman, & Malpass, 2005; Sporer, 1993). There is some evidence however, that the decrease in adult’s false identifications in sequential lineups is associated with a reduction in correct suspect identifications (Clark & Godfrey, 2009; Steblay et al., 2001; Steblay et al., 2011).

The most prevalent explanation for the sequential lineup advantage for adult witnesses is that a sequential lineup encourages a witness to shift from using a relative judgment strategy (a witness compares lineup members to one another and then chooses the one that most resembles the eyewitness’ memory of the perpetrator) to an absolute judgment strategy (a witness compares each lineup member to their memory of the suspect) (Lindsay & Wells, 1985). Other researchers have challenged this explanation arguing that it is a shift in decision criteria rather than a shift in decision process (i.e. from a relative to an absolute decision strategy) that accounts for witnesses’ higher correct rejection rates in a sequential lineups (Ebbesen & Flowe, 2002; Meissner, Tredoux, Parker, & MacLin, 2005). Additionally, a recent meta-analysis has indicated that the sequential lineup may not be more effective than the simultaneous lineup when certain methodological factors are controlled (McQuiston-Surrett, Malpass, & Tredoux, 2006). Moreover, children’s false identification rates continue to be considerably higher than those of adults for both lineup procedures (Parker & Ryan, 1993; Pozzulo & Lindsay, 1998; Steblay et al., 2001). For example, Parker and Ryan (1993) found that children’s (8 to 11 years old) false identification rates were not reduced with a sequential compared with simultaneous lineup. Children were also found to make more multiple choices from sequential lineups.
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In an effort to reduce children’s false identification rates, Pozzulo and Lindsay (1999) developed the elimination lineup. The elimination lineup utilises a simultaneous presentation, but the identification process is divided into two stages. First, a witness is asked to select the lineup member who most resembles the culprit (relative judgment) and is then asked to decide whether the chosen lineup member is the culprit or not (absolute judgment). Pozzulo and Lindsay proposed that children’s lower accuracy when the target is absent from the lineup may be because of them failing to implement the second judgment.

Pozzulo and Lindsay (1999) compared the identification performance of 10- to 11-year olds, 12- to 14-year olds and adults in simultaneous lineups with several variations of the elimination procedure. These included the inclusion of modified instructions (highlighted the consequence of making a false identification), the fast elimination lineup (witness is asked to select the lineup member who most resembles the culprit) and the slow elimination lineup (a witness is asked to eliminate lineup members one by one by selecting the photo who look least like the culprit until one photo remains). In target-present conditions, children’s correct identification rates remained the same regardless of the procedure viewed. In target-absent conditions, the slow elimination procedure was the only procedure, which failed to produce a reduction in children’s false identification rates compared with the simultaneous lineup.

More recently, the beneficial effects of the elimination procedure have also been shown to extend to preschoolers (e.g., Pozzulo, Dempsey, & Crescini, 2009) and adults (e.g., Pozzulo & Balfour, 2006; Pozzulo, Dempsey, et al., 2008). For example, Pozzulo and Balfour (2006) compared the identification performance of 8- to 13-year olds and adults in simultaneous and fast elimination lineup procedures. Results indicated that for both age groups, the elimination lineup procedure was more effective than the simultaneous lineup at reducing false identification rates without any corresponding decrease in correct identification rates. Thus, the available evidence indicates that children’s and adult’s identification performance can be facilitated by the elimination lineup procedure.

Moving video lineups

The evidence presented so far has only focused on the influence of lineup presentation procedure on witnesses’ identification performance. Typically, identification evidence is obtained from photo lineups and to a much lesser extent, live lineup parades (Wells, Memon, & Penrod, 2006). In the UK, however, identification evidence gathering requires that video lineups are conducted (Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 and accompanying Codes of Practice, 2008). Video lineups are always presented sequentially (Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 and accompanying Codes of Practice, 2008) but differ from the sequential lineup procedures commonly implemented in the literature on a number of measures. Specifically, (i) video lineups almost always consist of moving image sequences, which depict a face moving in a 180 degree motion from a full frontal pose to left profile pose, right profile pose and a final full frontal pose position; and (ii) a witness is required to view the entire lineup at least twice before providing an identification response. Research has indicated that identification performance in sequential lineups is reduced when the lineup is not terminated after the first ‘yes’ response (MacLin & Phelan, 2007; McQuinston-Surrett et al., 2006). Hence, here we focus on the use of moving images in different lineup procedures as an aid for improving children’s identification performance.

Why would moving face images be expected to improve identification performance? It is highly unlikely that a witness will only see a single view of a culprit’s face. Therefore, moving images may present a witness with important information about the suspect’s appearance, which may be lost when static images are presented (e.g. see, Bruce, Burton, & Hancock, 2007; O’Toole, Roark, & Abdi, 2002; Ullman, 1979; Valentine, Darling, & Memon, 2007). Additionally, according to transfer-appropriate processing theory, memory accuracy will be enhanced if encoding and testing conditions match (Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977).

Research comparing the use of moving and static lineup images on adult witnesses’ identification accuracy has, however, produced mixed findings. Although, correct identification rates in video and static lineups remain comparable (Cutler & Fisher, 1990; Darling, Valentine, & Memon, 2008; Valentine et al., 2007) in target-absent conditions, video lineups have been associated with a reduction in false identifications when compared with static lineups (Cutler & Fisher, 1990; Valentine et al., 2007). However, the associated reduction in false identifications in target-absent lineups with video lineups has not always been observed (Darling et al., 2008).

Presentation of lineup members using moving images with child witnesses has also produced inconsistent findings (Beresford & Blades, 2006; Havard, Memon, Clifford, & Gabbott, 2009). Beresford and Blades (2006) examined the identification performance of 6- to 7-year-olds and 9- to 10-year-olds in photo and moving image lineups (video lineups) following the viewing of a staged theft video. Six different lineup procedures were used; standard photo simultaneous, modified instruction photo simultaneous, modified instruction photo elimination (presented simultaneously), standard video sequential, modified instruction video simultaneous and modified instruction video elimination (presented sequentially). For target-present or target-absent conditions no age effects were observed. The use of cautioning instructions improved children’s correct rejection rates (without lowering their correct identifications) in both photo and video lineups. In contrast to previous findings however, the elimination lineup was not associated with a reduction in false identification rates. In addition, although correct identification rates were comparable across the photo lineup procedures for video lineups, the elimination lineup procedure produced a reduction in correct identifications.

More recently, however, video lineups have been shown to facilitate adolescent’s identification accuracy (Havard et al., 2009). Havard et al. (2009) introduced the target to 7- to 9-year-olds and adolescents (13- to 15 years) using a live event and subsequently presented children with either a
video or photo sequentially administered lineup. In target-present conditions, correct identification rates were the same regardless of lineup presentation format (i.e. video or photo) or age. In target-absent lineups however, video lineups increased correct rejection rates compared with photo lineups but for the adolescent group only. Havard et al. (2009) concluded that because of their poorer processing resources, younger children may have been less able than the older children to effectively use the additional information provided when faces are viewed in motion (see also Skelton & Hay, 2008).

The present study

In sum, based on the extant literature, it would appear that younger children’s (under 10 years) identification performance is not facilitated by viewing moving images. However, the majority of studies examining the beneficial effects of movement on children’s identification accuracy have employed sequentially administered lineups, and the sequential procedure is particularly problematic for child witnesses. The elimination lineup has been shown to be effective at reducing children’s false identification rates while maintaining an adult level of correct identifications. In contrast, however, children’s identification performance is reduced when a sequentially administered elimination lineup that incorporates moving images is viewed (Beresford & Blades, 2006). Beresford and Blades (2006) argued that children’s poorer performance may be related to the complexity of the instructions required for this lineup procedure. Therefore, an elimination lineup procedure, which simplifies the complexity of the instructions required could aid children’s identification performance when used in combination with moving images.

Therefore, alongside a sequentially administered video lineup, the effects of two novel video lineup procedures were investigated including a simultaneous video lineup and a simultaneously administered video elimination lineup. For each video lineup procedure, target-present and target-absent conditions were employed. An adult group and two child groups (5- to 6-year-olds and 9- to 10-year-olds) were included. Considering the somewhat inconsistent findings in the literature, a number of tentative predictions were made as follows: (i) correct identification rates would remain comparable for each age-group across the simultaneous and elimination video lineups; (ii) correct identification rates will be lower in sequential video lineups; (iii) adults would have a higher correct rejection rate than children across the simultaneous and elimination video lineups; and (iv) children’s correct rejection rates would be facilitated the most with the elimination video lineup.

METHOD

Participants

Approval for this study was granted by the University ethical review research committee. A total of 180 adults (18–49 years of age, M = 20 years, SD = 3.41) were recruited from a psychology undergraduate course and received course credit for their participation. None of the students had received lectures specifically related to the face recognition or the lineup identification literature. Children 5- to 6-year-olds (N = 180, M = 5.8 years, SD = 0.3 years) and 9- to 10-year-olds (N = 180, M = 9.8 years, SD = 0.3 years) were recruited from primary schools in the South East of England. Consent from head teachers and legal guardians were obtained.

Design

A 3 (video lineup presentation: simultaneous, sequential, elimination) × 3 (Age: 5- to 6-year-olds, 9- to 10-year-olds, adults) × 2 (lineup type: target-present, target-absent) between-subjects design was employed. Dependent measures were lineup identification responses. In target-present conditions, there were three possible identification responses: (i) a correct identification, (ii) a false alarm or (iii) an incorrect rejection. In target-absent lineups, only two identification decisions were possible, either: (i) a correct rejection, or (ii) a false alarm.

Materials

Event

A number of researchers have questioned the ecological validity of videotaped crime simulations often used in laboratory-based studies (Yuille, 1993; Tollestrup, Turtle, & Yuille, 1994; Ihlebaek, Love, Eilertsen, & Magnussen, 2003). Recent evidence however, has indicated that witnesses identification performance is not influenced by the mode of exposure (live versus videotaped) used to present the target (Pozzulo, Crescini, & Panton, 2008). Hence, the present study implemented a videotaped nonviolent theft, which was specifically designed to be appropriate for all participant age groups. The film depicted a young man in his early 20s acting suspiciously whilst browsing in a clothing store. Also depicted in the film was a female (22 years old) who was looking at some items on an accessory stand. The young woman’s face was never shown, as her back was always to the camera. The young man, noticing that the woman’s bag was open, reached in and stole the woman’s purse and placed it into his own bag before leaving the shop in full view of the camera. The woman remained unaware that her purse had been taken. The event lasted for 75 seconds. The culprit remained in view for the entire recording and was filmed from various angles: close-up, left and right profile, front and back and three-quarters.

Lineup construction

A description of the target was obtained from an additional 12 participants (who were the same age and ethnicity as the target). These participants were shown a photograph of the target (for approximately 8 seconds), the photograph was then removed, and participants were asked to provide a written description of the person they had just seen. These descriptions were used to generate a modal description of the target (cf., Lindsay, Martin, & Webber, 1994). The final description was ‘white man, early 20s, dark short hair, medium build.’ This description was then used as the basis for selecting a pool of University student volunteers from which the lineup foils were chosen.
A short motion image clip was created for each volunteer. The backdrop, focal distance and lighting conditions were held constant across the image clips. Image clips were colour, head-and-shoulder shots. The clips depicted a face moving in a 180° motion, from a full frontal pose to left profile pose, right profile pose and a final full frontal pose position. The entire film sequence lasted approximately 15 seconds for each clip.

From this pool of volunteers, eight lineup foils were chosen based on their resemblance to the culprit by two independent judges. For the static lineup conditions, a still image of each lineup member was used. As no specific foil was designated as the target-replacement, lineup foils were counterbalanced across conditions. Evidence indicates that the position of the target may be critical, specifically in sequential lineups (Ebbsen & Flowe, 2002; Clark & Davey, 2005: Carlson, Gronlund, & Clark, 2008; Gronlund, Carlson, Dailey, & Goodsell, 2009), hence the position of the target may be critical, specifically in sequential lineups (Ebbsen & Flowe, 2002; Clark & Davey, 2005: Carlson, Gronlund, & Clark, 2008; Gronlund, Carlson, Dailey, & Goodsell, 2009), hence the position of the target was held constant across participants. The target was designated as the target image of each lineup member was used. As no specific foil was designated as the target-replacement, lineup foils were counterbalanced across conditions. Evidence indicates that the position of the target may be critical, specifically in sequential lineups (Ebbsen & Flowe, 2002; Clark & Davey, 2005: Carlson, Gronlund, & Clark, 2008; Gronlund, Carlson, Dailey, & Goodsell, 2009), hence the position of the target was held constant across participants. The target always appeared in position four.

The lineups were pretested using the mock witness paradigm. Twenty-five mock witnesses were provided with the modal description of the target and asked to select the person from the lineup who they thought was the best fit to the description. The proportion of mock witnesses who identified the target from the lineup was .28. This was not found to be significantly different to the proportion expected by chance alone for a 9-person lineup (.11; \( \alpha = .05 \) level). Lineup size was also measured using Tredoux’s \( E' \) (Tredoux, 1998). Tredoux’s \( E' \) (Tredoux, 1998), which is a measure of the effective size of a lineup that takes into account the distribution of mock witness choices across lineup members. Tredoux’s \( E' \) (5.53) revealed that two lineup foils failed to draw any mock witness choices. These two lineup foils and one additional foil were removed and a six-person target-present lineup resulted. This additional foil, together with the five lineup foils used in the target-present, were used to construct the target-absent lineups.

**Lineup instructions and procedures**

Lineup instructions were based on those used by Pozzulo and Lindsay (1997, 1999) with some minor adjustments made to make them more appropriate for use with moving clips. For all lineup conditions, participants were not permitted to (i) move backwards or forwards through the lineup, (ii) to pause a video clip or (iii) an additional look at an individual lineup member’s video clip.

**Simultaneous video lineup**

In the simultaneous video lineup condition, the six image clips were presented in a 3\( \times \)2 array. A corresponding number (1–6) and the word *play* appeared beneath each clip. Each participant was provided with the following verbal instructions:

‘I am now going to show you some pictures. The man from the film who stole the woman’s purse may be in the pictures that I show you or he may not. I am first going to ask you to look at each picture separately. Each of the pictures is a moving picture. Please look at each picture very carefully as pictures may look very similar to each other.’

After receiving these instructions, a full-frontal static picture for each lineup member was presented. Each clip was played by the experimenter sequentially in numerical order with the next clip being shown only when the previous clip had ended. A full frontal static picture of each lineup member was again displayed after each clip had played. After all lineup members had been viewed, participants were then asked to provide their identification decision.

**Elimination video lineup**

Image clips were displayed in the same way as the simultaneous lineup procedure, but the word eliminate also appeared beside the word *play* beneath each lineup member. Each participant was provided with the following verbal instructions:

‘I am now going to show you some pictures. The man from the film who stole the woman’s purse may be in the pictures that I show you or he may not. I am first going to ask you to look at each picture separately. Each of the pictures is a moving picture. Please look at each picture very carefully as pictures may look very similar to each other. When you have seen all of the pictures I want you to tell me which one of the pictures looks most like the man in the film who stole the woman’s purse.’

The elimination lineup proceeded in a similar manner as the simultaneous lineup, with each lineup member’s image clip being shown separately before the participant was asked to select the picture that looked most like the man from the film. Once a lineup member was selected, the five lineup members that had been eliminated were no longer visible on the computer screen. Only the chosen lineup member remained visible. Participants then received the following verbal instructions:

‘I asked you to pick the picture that looked most like the man in the film who stole the woman’s purse. Now I am going to let you see the clip again and I would like you to think carefully about what the man in the film looked like. If this is the man from the film who stole the woman’s purse then I would like you to tell me that it is him. If it is a picture somebody who just looks like him, I want you to tell me that it is not the man from the film.’

After viewing the chosen lineup member’s video clip, participant’s identification response was recorded.

**Sequential lineup**

For the sequential lineup, the six image clips were presented separately such that only one lineup member was visible at all times. The intrinsic nature of the computer presentation of the sequential lineup ensured that participants were unable to deduce the number of to-be-presented lineup
members. The following instructions were read aloud to participants:

‘I am now going to show you some pictures. The man from the film who stole the woman’s purse may be in the pictures that I show you or he may not. You will be shown one picture at a time. Each of the pictures is a moving picture. Please look at each picture carefully as you will only get to see each picture once and you will not be able to go back through the pictures. Therefore, it is important that you tell me as soon as you think you see a picture of the man from the film. Once you have chosen a picture, I will stop, and you will not be allowed to see any additional pictures.’

Following these instructions, the experimenter played the image clip of the first lineup member. When the image clip finished playing, the experimenter asked the participant, ‘Is this the man you saw in the film?’ If the participant indicated that it was not, the experimenter showed the next lineup member in the sequence. This procedure continued until the participant made a positive identification (in which case the lineup procedure ended) or until the participant reached the end of the lineup. If a participant reached the end of the lineup without making a positive identification, a ‘not there’ decision was recorded.

**Procedure**

The experimenter showed the film to each participant separately. Participants were asked to attend to the laptop screen (17-in.) carefully as a video would be shown, and they would be asked some questions about the film later. Immediately after viewing the film, participants completed a filler task (pencil-and-paper puzzles) for approximately 10 minutes. Next, participants then viewed a simultaneous, elimination or sequential lineup procedure that was either target-present or target-absent. Before the lineup was presented, the experimenter enquired if the participant had understood the lineup instructions.

**RESULTS**

**Identification accuracy**

The percentage of identification responses for each lineup procedure and each age group are presented in Table 1. Identification responses were analysed with hierarchical loglinear analysis (HILOG) with age group and lineup procedure as the predictors. The target-present and target-absent conditions were analysed separately as identification decisions may be driven by different processes depending on the target’s presence in the lineup (Pozzulo & Lindsay, 1999). Significant results were further analysed using the chi square test of association. Following Wright (2002), we calculated odds ratios to measure effect sizes.

**Target-present lineups**

For target-present lineups, 60.7% of the participants correctly identified the target, 23.7% incorrectly choose an innocent foil and 15.6% incorrectly stated that the suspect was not present and therefore incorrectly rejected the lineup. An initial HILOG with age (5–6 years, 9–10 years, adults), lineup procedure (simultaneous, sequential, elimination) and identification decision (correct identification, foil identification, incorrect rejection) as factors was preformed. This analysis revealed that more than 20% of the cells in the contingency table had an expected frequency of less than 5 (i.e. the assumption required to perform a loglinear analysis were violated). To increase cell frequencies, all erroneous identification responses (foil identifications and incorrect rejections) were combined. Hence, the subsequent HILOG was conducted with age (5–6 years, 9–10 years, adults), lineup procedure (simultaneous, sequential, elimination) and identification decision (correct or incorrect) as factors. This analysis revealed a model that retained all effects (Figure 1). The likelihood ratio of this model was $\chi^2(60) = 0, p = 1$. This indicated that the highest-order interaction (the lineup × age × identification accuracy) was significant $\chi^2(10, N = 270) = 10.36, p < .05$.

To further analyse this interaction effect, correct identification rates for each age group were examined within lineup procedure. As expected, age-related differences in correct identification rates in simultaneous and elimination lineup procedures were not observed. There was however, a main effect of age on correct identifications in the sequential lineup condition $\chi^2(2, N = 90) = 17.90, p < .001$. Adults were more likely to correctly identify the target in a sequential lineup than 5- to 6-year-olds $\chi^2(1, N = 60) = 17.38, p < .001$ and 9- to 10-year-olds $\chi^2(1, N = 60) = 8.86, p < .01$. The two groups of children did not differ $\chi^2(1, N = 60) = 1.76, p < .05$. Adults were 2.78 times more likely than 5- to 6-year-olds and 1.79 times more likely than 9- to 10-year-olds to correctly identify the target in a sequential lineup.

Additional analyses were performed within each age group to assess whether a particular lineup procedure was more effective at increasing correct identifications. For 5- to 6-year-olds, there was a significant association between correct identifications and lineup procedure $\chi^2(2, N = 90) = 6.49, p < .05$. Correct identifications of the target were less likely with the sequential video lineup than the simultaneous video lineup $\chi^2(1, N = 60) = 5.45, p < .05$ and the elimination video lineup $\chi^2(1, N = 60) = 6.49, p < .05$. For 5- to 6-year-olds, the odds of correctly identifying the target were two times higher with a simultaneous lineup and 1.89 times higher with the elimination lineup when compared with the sequential lineup condition. As expected, differences in correct identification rates between simultaneous (60%) and elimination (57%) lineups were not observed for 5- to 6-year-olds. Lineup procedure condition did not influence correct identification rates for adults or 9- to 10-year-olds.

**Target-absent lineups**

Overall, for target-absent lineups 31.7% of 5- to 6-year-olds, 57.8% of 9- to 10-year-olds and 72% of adults correctly indicted that the target was absent from the lineup.

A HILOG was conducted with age (5–6 years, 9–10 years, adults), lineup procedure (simultaneous, sequential, elimination) and identification decision (correct rejection, false alarm)
as factors. Lineup procedure did not contribute to the final model, which retained the variables age group and identification accuracy. The likelihood ratio of this model was $\chi^2(12, N=270)=4.36, p=.98$.

Age was significantly associated with identification accuracy $\chi^2(2, N=270)=27.68, p<.001$. Follow-up $\chi^2$ tests indicated that adults were significantly more likely to make a correct rejection than the 5- to 6-year-olds $\chi^2(1, N=180)=27.25, p<.001$ and 9- to 10-year-olds, $\chi^2(1, N=180)=4.69, p<.05$. Adults were 2.22 times more likely than 5- to 6-year-olds and 1.28 times more likely than 9- to 10-year-olds to make a correct lineup rejection. Correct rejection rates were also found to differ significantly across the child groups $\chi^2(1, N=180)=9.49, p<.01$. The 9- to 10-year-olds were 1.72 times more likely to correctly reject a lineup than 5- to 6-year-olds.

Further analyses were performed within each age group to determine whether a particular lineup procedure was more effective at increasing correct identifications. The difference between adults correct rejection rates in simultaneous and elimination lineups was marginally significant $\chi^2(1, N=60)=2.86, p=.09$. Adults were 1.33 times more likely to make a correct lineup rejection with the video elimination lineup than the video simultaneous lineup. No other significant effects were found.

**Survival rate (target-present, elimination lineup)**

The elimination procedure also provides information on ‘survival status,’ that is, the rate that a lineup member is selected during the first judgment (Pozzulo & Lindsay, 1999). Pozzulo and Lindsay argued that if the suspect does not survive the first judgment then the probability that the suspect is innocent increases. The survival rate for each lineup member following the first judgment and the identification rate following the second judgment are presented in Table 2. The target was selected during the first judgment at a rate of .60 for the 5- to 6-year-olds, a rate of .80 for the 9- to 10-year-olds and a rate of .93 for the adults. For all age groups, the target survived the first judgment at a significantly higher rate than all other lineup members. For adult witnesses, the target was 1.47 times more likely to survive judgment one than be subsequently identified in the video elimination lineup, $\chi^2(1, N=60)=7.95, p<.01$. No significant differences between the survival rate and identification rate for 5- to 6-year-olds (.60 vs .57) and 9- to 10-year-olds (.80 vs .63) were found. Table 2 also provides the identification rates for each lineup member for each age group for the video simultaneous lineup. For the simultaneous lineup, the survival rates are the same as the identification rate (Pozzulo & Lindsay, 1999). For adults, the target was 1.33 times more likely to survive the video elimination lineup procedure than the simultaneous procedure $\chi^2(1, N=60)=5.46, p<.05$. No significant differences for the survival rates of the target between the elimination and simultaneous video lineups were observed for the child groups.

**Choosers versus non-choosers**

The data were collapsed across target-present and target-absent lineups to examine the influence of lineup procedure and age on choosing behaviour. Choosers were categorised as those who made a choice from a lineup and non-choosers were those who did not make a lineup choice. A HILOG was conducted with age (5–6 years, 9–10 years, adults), lineup procedure (simultaneous, sequential, elimination) and choice behaviour (chooser, non-chooser) as factors. This analysis revealed a model that retained all effects (Figure 2). The likelihood ratio of this model was $\chi^2(0, N=540)=0, p=1$.

Additional comparisons were performed to further analyse these results. There was a significant association between age and choosing behaviour $\chi^2(2, N=540)=24.75, p<.001$. Five- to six-year-olds were 1.44 times more likely than adults $\chi^2(1, N=360)=24.41, p<.001$ and 1.25 times more likely than 9- to 10-year-olds to choose from a lineup $\chi^2(1, N=360)=11.44, p<.01$. However, the choosing behaviour...
of adults (55%) and 9- to 10-year-olds (63%) did not differ $\chi^2 (1, N=360)=2.59, p>.05$.

The relationship between choosing behaviour and age was further analysed within lineup procedure. Age-related differences in choosing behaviour were found in the sequential $\chi^2 (2, N=180)=8.46, p<.05$ and elimination $\chi^2 (2, N=180)=15.74, p<.001$ conditions. Choosing rates in the sequential condition were higher for 5- to 6-year-olds compared with adults $\chi^2 (1, N=120)=7.55, p<.01$, and when compared with 9- to 10-year-olds $\chi^2 (1, N=120)=5.71, p<.05$. The choosing rate of adults and 9- to 10-year-olds in sequential lineups did not differ $\chi^2 (1, N=120)=.14, p>.05$. Five- to six-year-olds were 1.41 times more likely than adults and 1.33 times more likely than 9- to 10-year-olds to choose a lineup member in a sequential lineup. For the elimination lineup, the only significant age-related association was for 5- to 6-year-olds who were 1.4 times more likely than adults to make a lineup choice $\chi^2 (1, N=120)=15.68, p<.001$. No differences in choosing behaviour with simultaneous lineups were present $\chi^2 (1, N=180)=3.51, p>.05$.

The influence of lineup procedure on choosing rates within each age group was examined; no significant effects were present.

DISCUSSION

The aim of this research was to examine the influence of alternative video lineup presentation procedures on children’s and adult’s identification accuracy.

As expected, and consistent with previous findings with photo lineups (Pozzulo & Balfour, 2006; Pozzulo & Lindsay, 1999; Pozzulo, Dempsey, et al., 2008; Pozzulo et al., 2009), children’s and adult correct identification rates in target-present lineups remained comparable in the simultaneous video and elimination video lineup conditions. The elimination lineup procedure also provides additional information about survival status (Pozzulo & Lindsay, 1999). In the present study, for children and adults, the target survived judgment one at a significantly higher rate than that of any other lineup member. Additionally, the target survived judgment one at a significantly higher rate than he was subsequently identified. However, in contrast to previous findings in the literature (Pozzulo & Lindsay, 1999; Pozzulo et al., 2009), this pattern of responding was observed with the adult witnesses only in the present study.

In addition, the sequential video lineup was associated with a reduction in correct identification levels for both groups of children but not for adults. Some previous studies have found that correct identification rates are not influenced by variations in lineup presentation procedure (Parker & Ryan, 1993; Pozzulo & Balfour, 2006; Pozzulo & Lindsay, 1998; Pozzulo et al., 2009). On the other hand, other research has found that correct identification rates are reduced when a lineup is sequentially administered (Clark & Godfrey, 2009; Flowe & Ebbesen, 2007; Lindsay et al., 1997; McQuiston-Surrett et al., 2006; Steblay et al., 2001; Steblay et al., 2011).

The reduction in correct identification rates has been linked to the suggestion that the sequential lineup promotes the use of a conservative decision criterion (Ebbesen & Flowe, 2002; Meissner et al., 2005). Additionally, research also indicates that adults (Valentine et al., 2007) and older children (8- to 10-year-olds; Parker & Myers, 2001) make fewer correct identifications and more incorrect lineup rejections when the sequential lineup procedure employs strict rules (i.e. witnesses are informed that once a positive identification has been made, the lineup will be terminated) as was the case in the current study. Research indicates however, that such procedural constraints are fundamental to producing the observed reduction in false identifications with a sequential lineup (Lindsay, Lea, & Fulford, 1991; MacLin & Phelan, 2007; McQuiston-Surrett et al., 2006).

Looking at the distribution of identification responses in Table 1, 9- to 10-year-olds’ reduced identification accuracy with a target-present sequential lineup seems to be linked with
an increase in incorrect rejection rates. In contrast, 5- to 6-year-olds’ reduced accuracy was due to their misidentifying an innocent foil rather than making an incorrect lineup rejection. Closer examination of the data revealed that 5- to 6-year-olds difficulty with the sequential lineup appeared to be because of their propensity to select the first picture presented (Lindsay et al., 1997) with 33% of 5- to 6-year-olds, 5% of adults, and 6% of 9- to 10-year-olds, incorrectly selecting the first lineup member. Thus, although the identification accuracy of both groups of children appears to have been negatively influenced by the procedural modification used, the decision responses elicited appear to vary with witness age. The pattern of responding observed for the 9- to 10-year-olds is consistent with a criterion shift explanation and strict procedural instructions promoting the use of a more conservative decision criterion. The pattern of responding observed for 5- to 6-year-olds with a sequential lineup is not as easily accounted for by a criterion-shift explanation. Rather, the younger children may have experienced more difficulty comprehending and implementing the strict instructions implemented with the sequential lineup procedure.

In target-absent conditions, lineup procedure was not found to influence children’s correct rejection rates. For adult witnesses, however, there was a trend towards higher correct rejection rates in video elimination lineups (80%) compared with video simultaneous lineups (60%). We found partial support for our prediction that the elimination video lineup would be the most effective procedure for increasing witnesses correct rejection rates. Although, the elimination lineup procedure was specifically designed for use with child witnesses (Pozzulo & Lindsay, 1999), the finding that this procedure can also benefit the identification performance of adult witnesses is consistent with previous findings (Pozzulo & Balfour, 2006; Pozzulo, Dempsey, et al., 2008).

The increased correct rejection rate that has been reported in the literature with a sequential line-up for adult witnesses however, was not replicated (for reviews, see Clark & Godfrey, 2009; Steblay et al., 2001; Steblay et al., 2011). Consistent with previous research however, children’s correct rejection rates were not facilitated with the sequential video lineup procedure (Parker & Ryan, 1993; Pozzulo & Lindsay, 1998). A number of age-related differences were however observed. As expected, both groups of children were less likely than adults to correctly reject a target-absent lineup. Differences in correct rejection rates between the two child groups were however, also observed with 5- to 6-year-olds less likely than 9- to 10-year-olds to make a correct lineup rejection. Previous research studies have, however, typically reported no differences in correct rejection rates of similar age groups of children (e.g., Beresford & Blades, 2006; Davies, Tarrant, & Flin, 1989). Thus, the present study provides evidence that there is developmental improvement between the ages of 5 years and 10 years in children’s ability to correctly reject a target-absent lineup.

Perhaps the 9- to 10-year-olds are better able to resist the social demands placed upon them to select someone from a lineup compared to 5- to 6-year-olds (Beal et al., 1995; King & Yuille, 1987). Indeed, 5- to 6-year-olds had a higher overall choosing rate than 9- to 10-year-olds and adults, but choosing rates for adults and 9- to 10-year-olds did not differ. Alternatively, the younger children may have been less able than the older children to effectively use the additional information provided by the moving images (Beresford & Blades, 2006; Havard et al., 2009; Skelton & Hay, 2008). Therefore, it is plausible that the presentation of moving faces could have masked any beneficial effects of lineup procedure. Indeed, the correct rejection rates observed here for 9- to 10-year-olds were considerably higher than those typically reported in the literature with photo lineups for similar aged children (e.g., Lindsay et al., 1997; Parker & Ryan, 1993). Additionally, in contrast to previous findings, in the current study, 9- to 10-year-olds (60%) and adults (60%) made correct rejections at equal rates with the simultaneous video lineup. Further studies should specifically manipulate the effect of movement across different lineup formats to examine if the viewing of faces in motion was indeed responsible for the age-related differences in correct rejections reported here.

Then again, differences may be linked to the procedural modifications associated with the implementation of moving images in the simultaneous and elimination video lineup procedures. In both of these procedures, the participant was required to direct their focus towards each individual lineup member. This procedural modification may have evoked similar conditions as those in a sequential lineup, yet excluding the anticipation that a yet-to-be presented face may prove a better match to their memory of the target. Therefore, rather than promoting a shift in witness decision criterion, the modified procedure may have increased the opportunity for making absolute judgments (Lindsay & Wells, 1985). Future research should be directed towards investigating the plausibility of these explanations.

As with any study, the current study has a number of possible limitations. In real eyewitness identification situations, there may be a considerable delay between the event and when a witness is asked to view a lineup. In the present study, a delay of only a few minutes (approximately 10 minutes) between the event and the identification task was employed. Therefore, the findings here for age, lineup procedure and accuracy may differ relative to the length of delay. It is plausible that with increasing delays, the extra information that is provided when viewing faces in motion may help to increase witness identification accuracy. Additionally, although common to most eyewitness identification studies, a single target was employed. Thus the findings presented here may be specific to the target used.

In sum, the current study has identified several interesting areas for continued research. Specifically, research is needed where the influence of movement is specifically manipulated across differing lineup presentation procedures. This research could help identify the age at which the viewing of moving faces aids witnesses’ identification accuracy. On a similar level, research could usefully be aimed at investigating the effects that variations in the manipulation of the sequential lineup procedure (e.g., strict rules) have on children’s identification performance. Perhaps, permitting children to view lineup members more than once reduces cognitive demand, while also providing a greater opportunity for children to make comparisons between individual lineup
members and their memory of the culprit, thus aiding identification accuracy. Such research could be used to further our understanding of the mechanisms underpinning the age-related differences in identification accuracy and to inform procedures for improving identifications in operational contexts.
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